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Abstract Autonomous intersection management (AIM)
will be a future method for improving traffic efficiency in
the urban area. Instead of using the traffic signal control like
nowadays, it uses wireless communication with autonomous
vehicles to support the management of road traffic more
safely and efficiently. A single AIM shows an exceptional
performance inmanaging traffics at an intersection.However,
it could not be represented a traffic in the real world, which is
composed of multiple intersections. We show that coordina-
tion of traffic information among vehicles and infrastructures
is an essential part ofmacroscopic trafficmanagement. Coor-
dination of traffic information among the network of AIMs
is the key to improve the overall traffic flow throughout the
network not only has an optimal flow in some intersections
and very heavy traffic in others. In this paper, we introduce
the distributed control to a graph-based intersection network
to control traffic in amacroscopic level. Vehicle to infrastruc-
ture and infrastructure to infrastructure communication are
used to exchange the traffic information between a single
autonomous vehicle to the network of autonomous intersec-
tions. We implement a discrete time consensus algorithm to
coordinate the traffic density of an intersectionwith its neigh-
borhoods and determine the control policy to maximize a
traffic throughput of each intersection as well as stabilizing
the overall traffic in the network. We use the Greenshields
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trafficmodel to define the boundary condition of various traf-
fic flows to the corresponded traffic density and velocity. Our
proposed method represents the ability to maintain traffic
flow rate of each intersectionwithout having a back up traffic.
As well, every intersection operates under the uncongested
flow condition. The simulation results of the graph-based
networked control of a multiple autonomous intersection
showed that the overall traffic flow in the network achieves
up to 20% higher than using traffic signal system.

Keywords Autonomous intersection management ·
Autonomous vehicle · Vehicle to infrastructure communi-
cation · Infrastructure to infrastructure communication ·
Discrete time consensus algorithm · Traffic model

Introduction

Traffic signal is the generalmethod tomanage vehicles cross-
ing an intersection. We can say that this method can totally
prevent an accident when all drivers strictly follow the sig-
nal and traffic rule. However, the driving habit is different
and impossible to control. Apart from traffic safety, traffic
congestion is increasingly becoming the important problem,
waits for solving in particular in the big cities. It is going
severe in many metropolitan cities since the amount of vehi-
cles has been increased whilst road capacity is remaining the
same. Over two decades, many solutions focused in optimiz-
ing a traffic signal control. In [1] is introduced the real-time
traffic signaling using fuzzy logic. The aimwas to adaptively
change a signal period tomatch the local traffic demand. This
method installed sensors at the entrances of intersection to
estimate a queue length on each road as inputs of fuzzy sys-
tem. The effective timing of green signal is determined using
the supervised rule. The commercial intelligent traffic signal
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controllers SCAT in [2] and SCOO in [3] proposed a differ-
ent optimization method to minimize the queue length and
maximize the throughput.

Recently, the advance of wireless communication tech-
nology makes a huge contribution to road transportation. It
breaks the limitation in transmitting data, flexibility, range,
speed, and no hard wiring is required. Therefore, intelli-
gent transportation systemsuses the advantageous ofwireless
communication to improve the traffic safety and efficiency.
The fully autonomous system of road transportation can be
basically made in practice by integrating wireless communi-
cation with a current autonomous vehicle.

With the fast development of autonomous driving, a work
in [4] showed the first vehicle that drives itself throughout the
dessert in 2005. A few years later in 2008, an autonomous
vehicle in [5] showed the ability to drive in the urban envi-
ronment with multiple modes e.g., parking and crossing an
intersection. Many works contributed to the autonomous
vehicle such as real-time motion planning in structured and
unstructured environment [6,7], navigation and control algo-
rithm [8–10] sensor fusion technique and localization system.
In addition, an autonomous vehicle, Bertha in [11] has proved
itself by running over 200 km throughout many cities in
Baden Wuerttemberg, Germany without human driver. This
shows a big step toward the future of intelligent transporta-
tion. Litman [12] predicts the effect of autonomous vehicle
technology to the transport planning and [13] surveys of its
impact to the vehicle demand and usage.

Based on deployment of two core technologies above, the
fully autonomous system on the road transport expects to
achieve a secure traffic safety and a higher efficiency. To
target to zero accident and enhance the traffic throughput,
autonomous vehicle needs sufficient information for mak-
ing a better decision. On-board sensors can typically provide
the local information only where sensors’ capacity can reach
but a vehicle to be a part of managing a macroscopic traf-
fic requires extra information of a traffic situation around it
and its neighborhood. To obtain those interconnection data,
vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and vehicle to infrastructure (V2I)
communication plays an important role in exchanging infor-
mation between each other.

The communication standard of IEEE 802.11p, dedicated
short-range communication (DSRC)was presented in [14]. It
allocates the specific communication frequency of spectrum
5.9 GHz band for using only with vehicle communication.
Several researchworks usedV2Vfor improving traffic safety,
e.g., [15] demonstrated of exchanging the local information
like position, orientation and speed among the adjacent vehi-
cles to improve the vehicles’ collision avoidance system,
where a vehicle in the blind spot fails to detect using the
line of sight sensor but it can be detected only using wireless
communication. Another work [16] used V2V to coordinate
vehicles driving through the roundabout-type intersection.

Besides the on-board vehicle application, it also implemented
for optimizing traffic signal to reduce traffic congestion. It is
proposed in [17] the V2V to adapt the effective green light to
achieve the short queue by optimizing many different para-
meters, e.g., delay time, queue length, and number of stops,
based on Websters equation and [18,19] used V2I to per-
form like a centralized controller to adjust the traffic signal.
The idea is to equip a traffic light infrastructure with a wire-
less communication device, which makes it able to receive
the data from the approaching vehicle. Hence, it can estimate
the amount of vehicles or queue length by counting incoming
messages and then determine the cycle length of the signal.
But the limitation of this work is that this V2I communi-
cation is only in one direction. There is no return message
from infrastructure back to vehicle. Moreover, [20] extended
the network communication, infrastructure to traffic control
center, to distributed control the traffic signal not only at a
single intersection but also covered multiple intersections in
the city area.

To maximize traffic throughput, intersection management
is the most important part because it is the place which
causes the most congestion due to waiting in the traffic sig-
nal and potential accidents. Many works attempts to mitigate
traffic congestion by improving the effectiveness of traffic
signaling. However, there are still independent factors that
we cannot totally control and they have an influence on the
overall traffic situation such as human driver and routing
problem. Adaptive traffic signaling basically tries to opti-
mize the period of red and green light, based on the real-time
traffic data but the practical problem is that there is unbal-
anced demand in a network when most vehicles need to go
in the same direction. Adaptive traffic signaling alone cannot
handle such situation.

Autonomous intersection management (AIM) will allow
rerouting and network balancing to stabilize the demand at
each intersection. There are some intensive works focusing
on autonomous intersection management. The first idea pro-
posed [21,22] two decades ago before autonomous driving
and wireless communication technology are broadly known.
They introduced the idea of decentralized intersection col-
lision avoidance using the concept of token ring and com-
munication management of autonomous vehicle-included
security. The work has been summarized in [23].

Another interesting work [24] proposed an idea of
autonomous intersection using multi-agent system. A series
of works [25–27] intensively studied the motion planning
for AIM and crossing an intersection policy. They intro-
duced the method call ahead for reserving an intersection
space before it can enter. The traffic light is replaced by the
infrastructure called intersection manager. It holds the rule
to approve or reject the request of an intersection reservation
from a vehicle, which is dependent on the initial condition
e.g., speed, size of vehicle and desired destination. Vehicles
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agents communicate to an intersection manager to reserve
the area. The successful reservation will have no confliction
with the others. Otherwise, the reservation will be rejected.
They in addition extended their work from managing a sin-
gle intersection to multiple intersections in [28]. The Braesss
paradox was observed and the global throughput was inves-
tigated. There are still many creative methods for tackling
traffic congestion problem but what they represented one
thing in common is that the cooperation and coordination
among either vehicles or infrastructures is incontrovertible
[29–31].

We organized this paper into seven sections. The first sec-
tion starts with the introduction and the literature review of
the state of the art of autonomous system in transportation and
trafficmanagementmethods. The second section presents our
contribution and our proposed solution method. The third
section describes the problem statement. The forth section
introduces our Autonomous Intersection Management plat-
form which includes three subsections, network modeling,
traffic flow model, and consensus algorithm, following with
the simulation and evaluation results in the fifth section. The
sixth section will lead to the conclusion of this work. The last
section briefs the discussion and future work.

Contribution

From the literature researches, the trend of using autonomous
system is rising in the transportation range from a micro-
scopic level for instance, improving the intelligent level to
an autonomous vehicle, to a macroscopic level for instance,
adaptive traffic signal and autonomous intersection manage-
ment. Hence, we saw the space for improving the efficiency
of transportation in particular in the urban area like at inter-
section.We introduce the hybrid concept of using multiagent
with the traffic flow model. Moreover, we contribute in
balancing and maximizing traffic flow rate throughout a net-
work.

In this paper, the authors focus on the coordination algo-
rithm to mitigate traffic congestion by balancing traffic
density in the network. In our previous work [32,33], we
implemented the AIM for a single intersection. We used
V2I with dynamic programming to find an optimal trajec-
tory to safely cross an intersection. The extension work in
[34,35] studied the coordination method for multiple inter-
section scenarios.

The control strategy is divided into 2 layers. Refer to
[32,33], the lower layer is a single autonomous intersection.
We use the centralized control principle with V2I commu-
nication to manage a vehicle crossing an intersection. On
the other hand, the upper layer is the infrastructure network.
We implement the decentralized control principle with the
network communication between intersections, infrastruc-

ture to infrastructure (I2I) communication to manage traffic
flow in the network. The traffic information, e.g., traffic den-
sity, traffic flow rate and average traffic velocity, is shared
among their connected neighborhoods. We use the multi-
agents approach to represent themultiple intersectionswhere
a single autonomous intersection is considered as an intel-
ligent agent. Each agent can exchange information in both
direction andwe, therefore, use the undirected graph formod-
eling our communication network topology. In addition, the
infrastructure-to-infrastructure (I2I) communication proto-
col is designed.

With a graph model, an intersection is considered as a
node and the interconnection between each node is an edge.
Thus, the traffic is physically the flow on the edge. To main-
tain the continuity flow, we introduce the traffic flow model,
which is composed of three parameters. The free flow veloc-
ity, traffic density and traffic flow is investigated using the
Greenshields model. The discrete version of the consensus
algorithm is used to coordinate the traffic information on
the edge in the intersection network. The simulation of a
multiple autonomous intersection management is presented.
The results are plotted and evaluated with the Greenshields
model.

The aim of this paper is to use the local information to
control the traffic flow of each intersection in the network.
We present the communication network and the consensus
coordination for balancing traffic in the network with the
stability analysis of the proposed method.

Problem statement

To achieve the zero accident, all car manufactures focus on
improving the advanced driving assistance system (ADAS).
However, the statistic reported that the road accidents are
caused mostly by human driver [51]. Thus, the best effec-
tive way is to replace a driver behind the wheel with an
autonomous system. Autonomous vehicle i.e., [4,5,8,11]
shows an impressive ability of safety driving and robust-
ness for a long hour driving when human can have stress
and fatigue.

To improve the traffic throughput, the current technology
focuses on optimizing traffic signal as reviewed inmany liter-
ature research, i.e., [1–3]. The fully autonomous system like
AIM [21–28], however, will increase the traffic throughput
not only in a single intersection but also in the network, since
the traffic in the real-world environment is a network com-
posed of many streets and intersections. Vehicles will drive
themselves and communicatewith the roadside infrastructure
through wireless communication for crossing intersections.
Information from V2I communication is used to plan the
safe trajectory of incoming vehicles and information from
I2I communication will be used to coordinate a traffic state in
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the network to maximize a throughput. Therefore, the effec-
tive coordination algorithm will play a crucial role in AIM
for managing a macroscopic traffic.

In thiswork,we introduce the completed autonomousplat-
form which coordinates information between autonomous
vehicles and intelligent traffic infrastructures to encompass
the aforementioned problems.

Autonomous intersection management

Autonomous intersection management (AIM) is the traffic
signal-less platform which uses the communication between
a vehicle and an intersection manager instead of driver per-
ception to cross an intersection.

Traffic in a single intersection is usually modeled as a
microscopic level. It considers the dynamic of vehicles rather
than an intersection, which means the traffic flow of a single
intersection, will have no influence to the others. On the other
hand, a normal traffic in the real-world environment is gen-
erally represented by the network of multiple intersections,
which traffic characteristic can be expressed by the macro-
scopic traffic. To manage traffics, the flow of each connected
intersection will be taken into account to maximize the net-
works throughput.

At the ground level of modeling AIM, we create the inter-
section manager. It responds to control autonomous vehicles
crossing an intersection and is capable of exchanging traffic
information in the network. Hence, the intersection manager
must have two levels of communication.

1. Intersection level: intersection manager uses vehicle to
infrastructure (V2I) communication to exchange infor-
mation with autonomous vehicles for planning safe
trajectories.

2. Network level: intersection manager uses infrastructure
to infrastructure (I2I) communication to exchange traffic
information with the neighborhoods for balancing and
maximizing traffic throughput of the network.

Under this section, we describe our AIM platform that
composes of multiple intersections and every intersection
is assumed identical. In this work, we modeled the inter-
section network, connecting nine intersections, where each
intersection has four ways.We applied the distributed control
structure with the idea of multi-agents system in such a way
that a single intersection is considered as an autonomous
agent that has ability to control itself, whilst the control
command is dependent on the feedback information of its
neighborhoods.

Graph theory [50] is used to visualize and interpret the
interaction of a network. The intersection manager is tech-
nically assigned by a node and the connection between each

node is represented by an edge. The network model of AIM
is explained in the following section.

Network modeling

Aswe explained earlier, we conducted two levels in our AIM
platform, the intersection level and the network level. In [33]
is presented the model of a single autonomous intersection.
At the network level, we used a graph model representing
AIM and we defined two network problems, street network
and communication network, based on their functionalities.

Street network

Street network is a physical model representing in the real-
world traffic environment.We can physically classify a street
network into three levels. The smallest level is a street level.
It has basically two functions, incoming and outgoing street.
The middle level is an intersection level, where multiple
streets are joined and vehicles can change a direction of
travel. The last level is the network level, which multiple
intersections are connected. Therefore, based on using the
real physical connection of intersections, the street network
can be modeled as illustrated in Fig. 1

We simplify a street network by connecting nine inter-
sections in a square grid. Every intersection is a standard
four-way intersection, which has two lanes of incoming and
outgoing on each leg. The state of an intersection is defined
with the vector of three traffic parameters. For the incoming
traffic to an intersection i from the neighborhoods intersec-
tion j or the external input outside the network l, the state
of a traffic toward an intersection inside the network can be
expressed as:

Fig. 1 Street network model
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si j =
⎡
⎣

ρin,i j

vin,i j

qin,i j

⎤
⎦ ; ∀ j ∈ ei j and i ∈ 1, . . . Ni (1)

where si j is the state of traffic toward an intersection i from
the neighborhoods intersection j , ρin,i j is the incoming traf-
fic density (traffic on the edge), vin,i j is the traffic velocity
(velocity on the edge) and qin,i j is the traffic flow rate (flow
on the edge) on the same direction to an intersection i from
an intersection j .

The second component is the traffic generated outside the
network. We express the state of a traffic connected to an
intersection from the outside of network as:

sil =
⎡
⎣

γin,il
βin,il

αin,il

⎤
⎦ ; ∀l ∈ (1, 2)

sli =
⎡
⎣

γout,li
βout,li

αout,li

⎤
⎦ ; ∀l ∈ (1, 2)

(2)

where sil is the state of street toward an intersection i from
the external source l, where l is a set of input direction (1:
horizontal, 2: vertical), γin,il,βin,il andαin,il are the traffic den-
sity, traffic velocity and traffic flow rate with the direction to
an intersection i from the external source l (in : incoming),
respectively, and in the opposite direction sli is the state of
street outward an intersection i to an external source l, γout,il,
βout,il and αout,il are the traffic density, traffic velocity and
traffic flow rate from an intersection i to an external source l
(out : outgoing), respectively.

In addition, the outgoing traffic’s state can be defined in
the same way. However, we assume that inside the street
network, an outgoing traffic is practically an incoming traffic
to a neighborhood intersection.Hence, si j represents the state
of an incoming traffic to an intersection i from an intersection
j can refer to an outgoing traffic of an intersection j to an
intersection i .

Associating to the graph, an intersection is defined by
a node and street connected between each intersection is
defined by an edge. The amount of vehicles driving on each
street can be represented as the flow on the edge. Thus, each
single intersection in AIM can know the local traffic density
by counting the requestedmessages that are transmitted from
the incoming vehicles over the V2I communication. The col-
lected traffic density information of each intersection can be
determined by summing the traffic density of all incoming
streets to intersection. We define the intersection’s state with
the gross incoming traffic to an intersection as the density on
the node.

ρin,i =
∑
j∈ei j

ρin,i j +
∑

l∈(1,2)

γin,il (3)

where ρin,i is the gross incoming traffic density of the inter-
section i (density on the node). ρin,i j is the traffic density
from an internal network, neighborhood intersection j (den-
sity on the internal edge), and γin,il is the traffic density from
an external source l (density on the external edge).

We used the incoming traffic density to indicate the traffic
condition of an intersection, traffic on the node. In addition,
we normalize traffic of each street with the gross incoming
traffic to an intersection. Thus, we can define the distribution
of traffic on each connected street.

P(ρin,i j |ρin,i ) = P(ρin,i |ρin,i j ) · P(ρin,i j )

ρin,i
(4)

∑
j∈ei j

Pj (ρin,i j ) = 1 (5)

where P(ρin,i j |ρin,i ) is the distribution of traffic on each
incoming street toward intersection i given by the gross
incoming traffic of an intersection i , P(ρin,i |ρin,i j ) ·P(ρin,i j )

is the direct measured value of traffic on each street toward
intersection i , the normalized term is the gross incoming traf-
fic of an intersection i obtained fromEq. 3 and the summation
of total probability is 1. The observed parameters v and q also
represent with the corresponded probability distribution.

Apart from traffic density that we can have a direct mea-
surement, we estimate the average of traffic velocity and
traffic flow rate using traffic model. We will introduce the
traffic flow model in the next section.

Communication network

Different from the street network function which has a phys-
ical interaction, the communication network is responsible
for signal interaction, exchanging traffic data. An intersec-
tion is an autonomous agent represented as a node and the
communication flow between each node is represented as an
edge.Wemodel the communication only within the network,
in which an intersection is not allowed to communicate with
external sources because we assume that the external source
is independent and not allowed to control. The communica-
tion topology of the intersection network is illustrated in Fig.
2.

The data flow on the edge uses the bi-directional com-
munication. Each node, which represents an intersection
manager, can either receive or transmit the data package to
their destination node.

ci j = c ji ; ∀ j ∈ ei j (6)

where ci j and c ji is the valid bi-directional communication
link between a pair of node.

We use the properties of a graph theory to model the inter-
action of the communication in the intersection network.
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Fig. 2 Communication network model

A graph (G) with N elements is able to define into a set
G = (V, E), where (V ) is denoted by a finite set of vertices.
(E) is the finite set of edges and represents the connection
between couple of nodes. Hence, the adjacency element, will
have value 1 when there is an edge between each node, oth-
erwise the value is equal to 0. The adjacency matrix can be
expressed as the following equation.

ai j =
{
1, (ni , n j ) ∈ E

0, Otherwise

A = [ai j ]; i,j ∈ N (7)

The second component is the degree of a graph. It
describes the number of connections at each intersection. The
degree matrix is a diagonal matrix, where the degree element
di j is equal to the row summing of adjacency elements and
it can be expressed as:

di j =
⎧⎨
⎩

n∑
i=1

, (ni , n j ) ∈ E

0, Otherwise

D = [di j ]; i,j ∈ N (8)

From the graph theory, an interaction of a graph can
explain through a Laplacian graph. The Laplacian matrix
describes the complete relationship of the intersection net-
work. The simple way to determine the Laplacian matrix is
subtracting the degree matrix with the adjacency matrix.

L = D − A

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

di j −ai j+1 . . . −aiN
−ai+1 j di+1 j+1 . . . −ai+1N

...
...

. . .
...

−aN j −aN j+1 . . . dNN

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (9)

where i is the row element of the matrix, j is the column
element of the matrix,N is the number of node, A is the adja-
cency matrix, ai j is the adjacency element, D is the degree
matrix, di j is the degree element, and L is the Laplacian
matrix.

We defined two different networks for modeling AIM
and will explain the conditions that both networks are sta-
ble. Since the street network represents the actual traffic, the
stability of network is dependent on the traffic flow character-
istic. The maximum capacity refers to the maximum number
of vehicles that can drive on a street. It is used to indicate
the stability of a network; when the number of vehicles are
below the maximum capacity the network will be stable and
vice versa.

In the second network, we used a graph to model the
communication topology. Thanks to the properties of the
algebraic graph, the stability of a communication network
can be guaranteed through theLaplacianmatrix.More details
of the stability and boundary conditions will be explained in
the next section.

Traffic flow model

We introduce the traffic flow model to interpret whether the
traffic situation in the street network is congestion or not.
Refer to the traffic flowmodel [47,48]; it is a general topic in
the field of transportation engineer. It is always used to plan
and monitor a macroscopic traffic. In the real-world traffic
environment, there are many vehicles driving with various
levels of velocity in many streets. The traffic flow is consid-
ered in the macroscopic level rather than the motion of each
single vehicle. Thus, the parameters that are used to indicate
traffic flow are composed of three parameters.

• Traffic density (ρ): is the number of vehicles per one
kilometer per lane.

• Traffic flow rate (q): is the number of vehicles passed a
particular point per hour.

• Traffic velocity (v): is the average velocity of vehicles on
the observed street.

Traffic flowmodel defines that traffic flow rate is the prod-
uct of traffic velocity and traffic density. It is derived by the
empirical data, which are observed and collected in the real
traffic circumstances and its relationship is basically used to
represent the macroscopic traffic. The continuity equation of
a general traffic flow can bewritten as the following equation.

q = v · ρ (10)

where q is traffic flow rate, v is traffic velocity, and ρ is traffic
density.
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Fig. 3 Relationship between velocity and density

In this work, we introduced the classic traffic flow model,
Greenshields model, [49] as the referent traffic model. This
model is the approximation function of the empirical data
of the aforementioned three parameters. Greenshields model
defines three corresponding relationship between those three
parameters.

Traffic velocity and traffic density

It is modeled with the linear function. The traffic velocity is
the inverse proportional of traffic density. Greenshield clas-
sified the traffic situation with two simple groups which are
congested and uncongested traffic. The relationship and the
boundary conditions are illustrated in Fig. 3.

According to the parameters of the Greenshields model
[49], the average of free flow velocity (vf) is given at 91
km/h and the jamming density (ρjam) is given at 78 vehi-
cles/km/lane. The average velocity at capacity (vcap) is given
at 46 km/h and is the lower boundary of the average veloc-
ity that vehicles can still drive under the uncongested traffic
condition. Technically, the traffic will begin to congest if the
vehicles cannot keep the driving velocity, at least at this level.
Consequently, the traffic density at capacity (ρcap) is themax-
imum number of vehicles on the street that still keeps the
average velocity within this boundary condition. The rela-
tionship between traffic velocity and traffic density can be
written as:

ρcap = ρjam ·
(
1 − vcap

vf

)
(11)

The traffic density at capacity (ρcap) is round up to 38 vehi-
cles/km/lane. The boundary condition of the uncongested
traffic can be summarized into these following equations.

vcap ≤ v ≤ vf (12)

Fig. 4 Relationship between flow rate and density

0 ≤ ρ ≤ ρcap (13)

The uncongested traffic condition is satisfied when the
average of traffic velocity is higher than the average velocity
at capacity and less than the average of free flow velocity,
as well as the traffic density being greater than zero and less
than the traffic density at capacity. On the other hand, the
congested traffic conditions are vice versa.

Traffic flow rate and traffic density

The relationship between traffic flow rate and traffic density
is a nonlinear function. Greenshield’s model defined using a
parabolic function and of course classified the traffic situation
in the similar interpretation into congested and uncongested
traffic.

With the inverse U-shape parabola, it has an equilibrium
point on the top, where traffic flow rate will reach the max-
imum (qcap) when traffic density reaches its capacity (ρcap)

and traffic flow rate will fall to zero after this point. The plot
is shown in Fig. 4.

With the provided parameters above, the traffic flow at
capacity (qcap) can be determined as:

qcap = vf ·
(

ρcap − ρ2
cap

ρjam

)
(14)

The traffic flow rate at the capacity (qcap)will be approxi-
mately 1800 vehicles/h/lane and it can be said that this point
is the boundary of the uncongested traffic.

Traffic velocity and traffic flow rate

Greenshields model defined the relationship between traf-
fic velocity and traffic flow rate with parabolic function as
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Fig. 5 Relationship between velocity and flow rate

illustrated in Fig. 5. In addition, the uncongested traffic is
represented in the upper part of the graph and the lower part
is the congested traffic condition. A model gives the average
of traffic velocity at the equilibrium point, where the traffic
flow rate can reach the maximum. The velocity below this
point will represent the congested condition.

The derived boundary conditions are used to indicate the
traffic situation. With these three relationships, it shows the
corresponding relationship which gives a common point to
classify the congested and uncongested traffic. The maxi-
mum traffic flow rate is defined at the equilibrium point of
two relationshipswith traffic velocity and traffic density. This
point in principle is the flow at capacity (qcap), which still
be in the uncongested traffic, guaranteed by the velocity at
capacity (vcap) and density at capacity (ρcap). The relation-
ship function can be expressed as:

qcap = ρjam ·
(
1 − vcap

vf

)
(15)

Therefore, the explanation is that the uncongested condi-
tion is the situation where the traffic density on the observed
street is lower than the traffic density at capacity (ρcap) that
makes vehicles drive with the average velocity, at least the
velocity at capacity (vcap), and the traffic flow rate less or
equal to the flow at capacity (qcap).

We introduced the street network model in the previous
section.UsingGreenshields trafficmodel, we can classify the
traffic condition on each street and also the intersection. The
total density of incoming streets toward the intersection can
be computed through Eq. 3. To maximize the traffic through-
put in the street network, the traffic relationship shows that
traffic density and traffic velocity in each street must be under
the uncongested condition,which is bounded by the proposed
boundary conditions. As well, the uncongested traffic can

refer to the stability of the street network since the congested
traffic or traffic jamming represents the instability.

In this section, we investigated the traffic model to explain
the traffic condition of a street network.Wewill use these traf-
fic relationships for managing traffic in the AIM intersection
network. Next section, wewill explain the coordination tech-
nique for AIM that is used to balance the traffic throughput
of the intersection network. The mentioned traffic parame-
ters will be distributed, coordinated and we will apply their
relationships in feedback control structure.

Consensus coordination technique for AIM

We implement the discrete consensus algorithm for coordi-
nating the traffic information in AIM to balance the overall
traffic flow in the network. Consensus has a distributed struc-
ture. It uses only local information to coordinate with their
neighborhoods in the network and make them reach the
common agreement. Robot applications such as coopera-
tive robots in [37,38] and robots formation [39], distributed
motion control of robotics network [40,41] and flocking
[42,43] have been recently studied in multi-agents system
[36]. In addition, it is used in distributed sensors network
[44].

Naturally, consensus algorithm is the distributed control
that gives the convergence property, which fits for the large-
scale system.We illustrate the systemarchitecture of theAIM
for multiple intersections in Fig. 6.

An intersection acts as the centralized controller. Basi-
cally, it determines safe trajectories and manages vehicles
crossing an intersection [32,33]. Using traffic flowmodel, an
intersection manager collects the traffic density on the street
network because it is countable and uses to indicate the traf-
fic condition. In practice, an intersection manager knows the
traffic density on a street by counting a number of requested
messages received fromV2I communication.We do not con-

Fig. 6 The system architecture of AIM for multiple intersections
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cern the traffic density of outgoing vehicles because they are
normally the incoming vehicles to other intersections.

The traffic density information is distributed to its neigh-
borhoods in the intersection network through I2I commu-
nication. AIM mechanism in an intersection manager will
coordinate traffic density of itself and its neighborhoods to
compute the control output and update the state, using con-
sensus algorithm.

We used the traffic density as the coordinated information,
as well as representing the state of an intersection. Consensus
algorithm expresses the dynamics of a local intersection as:

ρ̇i =
∑
j∈Ni

ai j (ρ j − ρi ) (16)

With the communication network topology, the dynamics
of the intersection network is expressed as:

ρ̇ = −Lρ (17)

The street network provides the gross traffic density of
each intersection, and then consensus coordinates this infor-
mation, based on the communication topology. Using Eq.
17, the global dynamics of AIM network can be derived
as:

⎡
⎢⎣

ρ̇1
...

˙ρNi

⎤
⎥⎦ = −L ·

⎡
⎢⎣

ρ1
...

ρNi

⎤
⎥⎦ = −L ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

∑
i

ξ j i + ∑
i

γ j i

...∑
Ni

ξ j Ni + ∑
i

γ j Ni

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (18)

Concerning the communication frequency, the data update
rate is a discrete time. Hence, we implement the discrete
time consensus using the difference equation. Then, the dis-
crete time consensus for a local intersection of Eq. 16 can be
derived as the following equation.

ρi (k + 1) = ρi (k) + ε
∑
j∈Ni

ai j (ρ j (k) − ρi (k)) (19)

As well, the discrete version of the dynamics of the inter-
section network in Eq. 20 is expressed as:

ρ(k + 1) = P · ρ(k) (20)

where P is a Perron matrix P = I − εL and ε is the step
size ε > 0. P must be satisfied a non-negative matrix. For
P = I − εL , it can be written as P = I − εD + εA. The
Perronmatrix will be a non-negativematrix, if I−εD is non-
negative. Therefore, the sufficient condition of the step size
is defined by 0 < ε < 1/Δ, whereΔ is the maximum degree
of a Perron matrix. In addition, the rows’ summation of the
Laplacian matrix is equal to zero

∑
j li j = 0 so that L has a

Fig. 7 Closed loop control block diagram of an intersection manager

zero eigenvalue, λ1 = 0, and its corresponding eigenvector
1, L1 = 0. Hence, a Perron matrix can be written as P1 =
I − εL1, which means the summation of all rows is 1. In
addition, 1 is a trivial eigenvalue of a Perron matrix since,
the simple root of a Perron matrix is determined by μ j =
1 − ελ j , λ j = 0. The sufficient conditions for the stability
of a consensus in the network are provided in [45].

The control system of a multiple autonomous intersec-
tions is composed of nine intersection managers. We design
the distributed control structure as a hierarchical level, start-
ing from an intersection level to a city level, which contains
multiple intersections. Moreover, it can expand into larger
scale because the distributed consensus has the advantage of
scalability. It requires only a coordination of a local informa-
tion. The intersection control strategy is identical for every
intersection manager. Figure 7 shows the closed loop control
block diagram of AIM of a single intersection.

AIM practically prioritizes the timing of crossing an inter-
section for autonomous vehicles. The control variable is the
incoming time which can be transformed to the average
velocitywhen the distance between a vehicle and intersection
is known. In general, every vehicle has to send the request-
ing message to AIM in a particular range of communication
before crossing an intersection. With this process, the traffic
density of streets toward an intersection is counted through
theV2I communication.However, the information is updated
in a discrete time after sampling.

To control the traffic flow rate of an intersection, we input
the feedback traffic density of the neighborhoods from I2I
communication. Consensus algorithm coordinates the traf-
fic density from the V2I measurement with its neighborhood
from I2I feedback. With the discrete consensus in Eqs. 19
and 20, the desired value of traffic density is computed
ρ∗
i (k) = ρi (k + 1). Therefore, the residual density of an

intersection is the difference between the desired traffic den-
sity and the current traffic density. The error can be expressed
as the following equation.

ei (k) = ρ∗
i (k) − ρi (k) (21)
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Consensus algorithmdetermines the common level of traf-
fic density in the local intersection network to balance traffic
density of the neighborhoods close to each others. Theoret-
ically, the error term must be minimized and approach zero
in the finite time to make the current traffic density equal to
the desired traffic density.

To manage the current traffic density to meet the desired
traffic density, the Greenshields relationship of traffic veloc-
ity and traffic density is implemented. Since the model gives
the direct relationship between them, it is obvious that chang-
ing the traffic velocity is the way to minimize the traffic
density error of an intersection. The average of traffic velocity
in the discrete time can be derived as:

v̄i (k) = v̄i (k − 1) − vf

ρjam
ei (k) (22)

In the control block diagram, we implement the filter to
remove the short-term fluctuation for smoothing the out-
put response. We assumed that the communication is ideal.
There is no package loss and delay. The technique of mov-
ing average is applied by weighting the value between the
current, computed value and the previous, desired value. The
weighting coefficient is called the degree of filtering and the
summation of them is unity. It is called the exponential mov-
ing average filter, responded speed of which is dependent
on the weighting coefficient. In practice, the function of this
filter is identical to the first-order, low-pass filter in the elec-
tronic circuit, suppressing the amplitude of a signal so that
the frequency is higher than the cutoff frequency. The desired
traffic velocity suggested to vehicles on each street in Eq. 22
will be updated as:

v̄∗
i (k) = αv̄i (k) + (1 − α)v̄∗

i (k − 1) (23)

where v∗
i (k) is the desired average of traffic velocity for

an intersection i at time step k, vi (k) is the computed average
traffic velocity from the Greenshields model at time step k,
v̄∗
i (k − 1) is the previous time step k-1 of a desired average
traffic velocity and α is the weight coefficient, α ∈ [0, 1].

The traffic velocity in Eq. 23 is sent to vehicle to use for
planning trajectory byV2I communication. The frequency of
the feedback loop must be set corresponding to the require-
ment of stability condition of a communication graph.

The pseudo algorithm of consensus-based local traf-
fic information coordination for the networked control of
the Autonomous Intersection Management is shown in
Algorithm 1. Separate algorithms for street state function,
intersection state function, traffic flow model and filter are
provided in Algorithms 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively.

Algorithm 1AIM: Consensus coordination of the local traf-
fic information
define:
i: Observed intersection
j: The neighborhood intersection
k: Discrete time update
l: The external street
m: Numbers of vehicle on a street in the range of V2I communication
n: Numbers of street connected to an intersection
t: Continuous time update

procedure Main((ai j , di j ∈ lai j ), ci j )
Si ← Initialization
while not Si is empty do

Check for connection to external streets sil
ail ← 0
n ← di j
m ← counting V2I messages
Street State Function(n,m)

if (∃ρi ≥ ρ jam) then
Congested: Exit
(Reroute**)

else
Intersection State Function (∀N

i=1Si , ε, ai j )
Greenshield’s model (∀N

i=1ρ
∗[i](k),∀N

i=1ρ[i](k))
Filter (∀N

i=1v̄[i](k), α)

De-normalizing

v∗[i][ j](k) ← v∗
i (k)

x[i][ j]
ρ∗[i][ j](k) ← ρ∗

i (k)
y[i][ j]

q∗[i][ j](k) ← q∗
i (k)

z[i][ j]

//Distribute the desired velocity of each street to vehicles using
V2I communication with a specific update rate.

v∗[i][ j](t) ← v∗[i][ j](k)

Controlling only traffic velocity might not be sufficient,
when the number of vehicles on the street is exceeded.
Even though consensus attempts to release vehicles out
of an intersection as fast and as much as possible, it
is still limited with the capacity of the street (ρjam).
Hence, we propose the rerouting process for the further
improvement to assist the consensus coordination when
the traffic condition is become congested. It supports an
intersection manager to distribute excessive vehicles to
the neighborhoods that have lower density. The proposed
concept will be described in the discussion and future
work.

Simulation results

We present the simulation results of multiple autonomous
intersection managements, which were implemented, based
on the discrete consensus algorithm with the Greenshields
traffic model. The input traffic flow rate of all 12 sources
is independent and assigned randomly also for the travel-
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Algorithm 2An intersection manager: Street State Function
//Through using V2I communication for each intersection manager i
and set the radius of communication at 200 m.
define:
o: A vehicle on a particular street communicated to an intersection
manager

procedure Street State Function(n,m)
for j = 1 : n do

for o = 1 : m do
v[i][ j] ←

∑m
o=1 v[i][ j][o]

m

ρ[i][ j] ←
∑m

o=1 ρ[i][ j][o]
m

q[i][ j] ← v[i][ j] · ρ[i][ j]
s[i][ j] ← [v[i][ j]; ρ[i][ j]; q[i][ j]]

Normalizing
norm(v[i][ j]) ← v[i][ j]

max(v[i][ j])
norm(ρ[i][ j]) ← ρ[i][ j]

max(ρ[i][ j])
norm(q[i][ j]) ← q[i][ j]

max(q[i][ j])
v[i] ← x[i][ j] · v[i][ j] and∑n

j=1 x[i][ j] = 1
ρ[i] ← y[i][ j] · ρ[i][ j] and∑n

j=1 y[i][ j] = 1
q[i] ← z[i][ j] · q[i][ j] and∑n

j=1 z[i][ j] = 1
where 1 ≤ j ≤ n, and (x, y, z) is the normalized coefficient.
S[i] ← [v[i]; ρ[i]; q[i]]

Algorithm 3 The intersection network: Intersection State
Function
//Through using I2I communication with the communication graph.
define:
k: Discrete Time step
ε: Update rate
ai j : The existing connection to an intersection
N : Total numbers of neighborhood intersection

procedure Intersection State Function(∀Si ,ε,ai j )
ai j ← ci j //defined the communication graph
ε ← Δk //set the sufficient discretized step
ρ[i](k) ← ρ[i](t)
ρ[ j](k) ← ρ[ j](t)
while (i > 0, j > 0) do

if (ρi (k) ≤ 0) then
ρ[i](k) ← ˆρ[i](k − 1)

if (ρ[ j](k) ≤ 0) then
ρ[ j](k) ← ˆρ[ j](k − 1)

ρ[i](k + 1) ← ρ[i](k) + ε · ∑
j∈Ni ai j (ρ[ j](k) − ρ[i](k))

Vectorized:
P ← Perron matrix
ρ(k) ← ∀ j

i=1ρ[i]
ρ(k + 1) = P · ρ(k)
Update:
ρ∗[i](k) ← ρ[i](k + 1)

Memory:
ˆρ[i](k − 1) ← ρ∗[i](k)

ing route. According to the traffic model, maximum traffic
flow rate (qcap) for a single lane is 1800 vehicles/h. There-
fore, we set the range of the traffic flow rate between

Algorithm 4 Traffic model
//Greenshield’s model

procedure Greenshield’s model(ρ∗[i](k), ρ[i](k))
while (i > 0, j > 0) do

if (ρ∗[i](k) ≤ 0) then
ρ∗[i](k) ← ρ[i],measured (k)

if (ρ[i](k) ≤ 0) then
ρ[i](k) ← ρ[i],measured (k)

e[i](k) ← ρ∗[i](k) − ρ[i](k)
v̄[i](k) ← v̄[i](k − 1) − v f

ρ jam
e[i](k)

q̄[i](k) ← v̄[i](k) · ρ∗[i](k)

Algorithm 5 Filter
//Moving weight average
define:
α: Filter coefficient

procedure Filter(v̄[i](k), α)
while (i > 0, j > 0) do

if (v̄[i](k) ≤ 0) then
v̄[i](k) ← v̄[i],measured (k)

if (v̄∗[i](k − 1) ≤ 0) then
v̄∗[i](k − 1) ← v̄[i],measured (k)

α ← f (ε) //set the size of alpha corresponding to ε

v̄∗[i](k) ← αv̄[i](k) + (1 − α)v̄∗[i](k − 1)

Fig. 8 Screenshot of the AIM simulation ofmultiple intersectionman-
agement

1000 and 2000 vehicles/h/lane to test the system with
the maximum capacity. The snapshot of the AIM sim-
ulator for multiple intersection management is shown in
Fig. 8.

We plotted three observed traffic parameters with their
relationships compared with the Greenshields traffic model.
Figure 9 shows the plot of a relationship between traffic
velocity and traffic density. Figures 10 and 11 show the plots
of a relationship between traffic velocity and traffic flow
rate, and traffic flow rate and traffic density, respectively.
The results showed that with the randomized input traffic
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Fig. 9 The comparison of traffic velocity and the traffic density rela-
tionship of each intersection in the network

Fig. 10 The comparison of traffic velocity and the traffic flow rate
relationship of each intersection in the network

from the outside of network, consensus showed the ability
to manage all traffics in the network work under the uncon-
gested condition. It represented the corresponded trend to the
Greenshields model.

Figure 12 shows the collecting plot of all intersections in
the network. The results showed all intersections can main-
tain the level of traffic density, traffic velocity and the traffic
flow rate, within the uncongested condition. In addition, AIM

Fig. 11 The comparison of traffic flow rate and the traffic density rela-
tionship of each intersection in the network

Fig. 12 Collecting plot of all traffic relationships of the intersection
network, compared with the Greenshields model (a). Traffic velocity
and traffic density (b). Traffic flow rate and Traffic density (c). Traffic
velocity and traffic flow rate and (d). Triple plot of all traffic parameters

provides better efficiency in traffic flow rates, compared to
the theoretical value given by Greenshields model.

In addition, we analyzed the variation of traffic veloc-
ity, traffic density and traffic flow rate of each intersection
in the network as shown in Figs. 13, 14 and 15, respectively.
The plots show that with the consensus coordination, all traf-
fic parameters in the network maintain a similar level with
small variation. The exceeded congestion has been distrib-
uted to the nearest neighbored intersection to balance the
overall throughput of the entire network.
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Fig. 13 Variance plot of traffic velocity in the network

Fig. 14 Variance plot of traffic density in the network

Fig. 15 Variance plot of traffic flow rate in the network

We also compared the performance of the consensus-
based AIM with the traffic light signal system with the same
configurations. Benchmarks of three traffic parameters are

Fig. 16 Comparison plot of traffic velocity between traffic light signal
and consensus-based AIM

Fig. 17 Comparison plot of traffic density between traffic light signal
and consensus-based AIM

plotted in Figs. 16, 17 and 18 and the comparison results are
listed in Table 1.

Consensus-basedAIMprovides a higher average of traffic
velocity that allows vehicle driving throughout the network
at 67 km/h and traditional traffic light signal gives at 51 km/h.
However, the obvious difference is the range of driving speed.
The traditional traffic signal showed a larger variation and the
worse case is vehicle has completely stopped. In addition, our
proposed method showed that the average of traffic density
and its variation provided a better performance ca. 32% over
the traditional traffic signal system. Last is the average of
traffic flow rate. With consensus-based AIM, it gave a higher
throughput ca. 16.46% per Hour. The comparison plot of
three traffic parameters between consensus-based AIM and
the traditional traffic light signal system is shown in Figs. 16,
17 and 18.
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Fig. 18 Comparison plot of traffic flow rate between traffic light signal
and consensus-based AIM

Table 1 Comparison table

Parameters Method

Consensus based AIM Traffic light signal

Mean SD Mean SD

Velocity (km/h) 67 11.41 51 19.11

Density (vehicle/km) 84 34 96 50

Flow rate (vehicle/h) 5231 1433 4370 1005

Conclusions

This work introduces the coordination method for multiple,
autonomous intersections using discrete consensus algorithm
with the Greenshields model. In this paper, the proposed
method presents the success performance in autonomous
managing the traffic in the network of multiple intersections.
The simulation results showed every intersection in the net-
work can operate under the uncongested flow condition and
provides a contribution in traffic flow rate capability. In addi-
tion, it presents the success driving under the green wave
concept that all vehicles canmaintain continuous driving and
crossing multiple intersections without stop.

Discussion and future work

We would like to test the system at the critical condition
where the number of vehicles is over the maximum capacity.
In this work, we proved that the consensus can achieve the
maximum traffic flow input, but the actual traffic congested is
caused by the excessive number of vehicles on street. Thus,
instead of generating traffic flow input, we will input the
system with the maximum traffic density. We have an imple-

Fig. 19 Closed loop control block diagram of an intersection manager
with the route assignment

mentation plan for the next step.Wewill implement the route
assignment process to help consensus distribute the exces-
sive vehicles to the nearest neighborhoods, where they have
a lower traffic density. Referring to the traffic flow model
this logic fills the gap of the remaining control parameter,
traffic density. Technically, consensus coordinates the traf-
fic density to find the optimal level of traffic velocity and is
used to manage the traffic. It has no direct control on the traf-
fic density but with the rerouting process, it provides direct
control on the traffic density. The implementation concept is
illustrated in Fig. 19.
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